Acoustic Devices
Count on Chief Enterprises for disc horns, air horns,
back-up alarms, accessories, and more.
We can deliver kits or pre-assembled components ready for you to install.

Electromagnetic Horns
Series 25M

Series 65C

This compact horn is designed and
tested specifically for motorcycle and
scooter type applications. The 25M
is a high tone horn, available in 12V
with a sound range of 105-118dB(A)
at 1,5A.

NEW!

Vertical type shell horn with
rectangular outlet designed
to obstruct water flow when
mounted correctly. Available
in 12V producing a powerful
sound at 105 dB(A) at 5A.

ECE R-28 and EEC70/388 approved.

ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.

Series 55B

Series 65G

As the smallest horn in its class
the 55B produces a high quality
sound up to 105 or 110 dB(A) min
at 3.5A with a lightweight design.
With 100K guaranteed cycles, the
55B is ideal for passenger cars,
utility vehicles, and motorcycles.

Newly tooled 65G is smaller
and lighter in design without
compromising performance.
Provides a more directional
sound and guarantees 100K
cycles of 110 dB(A) sound
level at 5A, the loudest in the
market.

NEW!

ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.

Solid-State Horns

Series 50F
Suitable for OE trucks, buses, &
heavy duty machines, the 50F
is available in 6V, 12V, and 24V
with a sound level up to 113
dB(A) min at 4A.
ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.

Series 60B
With over 20 years of production
the 60B is known for its durability
and preferred for its powerful
sound up to 105 dB(A) at 6A.
ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.

Series 65B
Smaller in dimension and weight
than the 60B series without
sacrificing performance. The 65B
guarantees 105 dB(A) at maximum
5A. Tested and recommended for
OE applications.

Series 62E
Electronic shell horn ideal for
applications requiring extensive
use over two million cycles.
Features exceptional durability
and a guaranteed sound level of
108 dB(A).
ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.
No EMI

Series 68E
Approved for over two million
cycles at a guaranteed 108
dB(A) at maximum 5A. Features
exceptional durability and is
suitabe for applications that
require extended use.
No EMI

ECE(E1), EEC(e1) approved.
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Air Horns

Our product line of audible warning

Trumpet

devices complies with all industry

Available in single, double, and
triple projector configurations
in different sizes allowing for a
wide variety of sound. Trumpet
materials include stainless steel,
chrome-plated, and plastic.

standards and is ideal for a variety of
applications including passenger cars,
heavy-duty vehicles, utility vehicles, and
motorcycles. Our engineering team

Compact

works with you to find the disc horn, air

Our offering of Turkish made compact air horns deliver powerful sound
without sacrificing real estate. Suitable for rugged commercial vehicle
applications.

horn, or back-up alram for your specific

Series 90AH
Only applicable for vehicles
equipped with an air tank.
Maintains a smaller size
compared to other air horns
with a sound level of up to
115 dB(A). Single solenoid
type available as 12V or
24V.

harness and relay accessories.

NEW!

Back-up Alarms
Series 51005
Self grounding warning device
applicable to light duty and
heavy duty vehicles, trucks,
and buses. Features 97
dB(A) at 12/24V and multiple
mounting options.

Series 51006
Ideal for cars, light and
heavy duty vehicles, heavy
equipment, and tow motors.
Features up to 107 dB(A) at
12-48V, fiberglass filled nylon
housing, and horizontal or
vertical mounting.

Series 51008
Applicable to cars, pickups,
and light-duty vehicles, this self
grounding back-up alarm is
available in 12-24V with a sound
up to 97dB. The 51008 can be
mounted horizontally or vertically
and is polarity protected.

Series 80JH/81JH
The 80JH Unichorn and 81JH
Ram Horn were designed
specifically for applications
with limited space. Their
curved trumpets occupy
significantly less space than
the traditional trumpet horn.
Available in 12V or 24V
with a sound level of up to
125dB(A).

need as well as offer an array of wire

SAE and DOT compliant.

NEW!

Series 51026
Loudest single audible level,
self-adjusting warning device ideal
for transportation applications.
Features 87 dB(A)-112 dB(A) at
12/24V.
SAE and DOT compliant.

Series 52050
Multi-functional back-up alarm
with flashing 200 lumen LED
warning lights and night silent
function. Available in 12-24V
with a maximum sound of up to
107dB. For use in dump trucks,
trucks, forklifts, construction
vehicles, mining vehicles, and
semi-trailers.

NEW!

SAE and DOT compliant.

SAE and DOT compliant.
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